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ABSTRACT 

Users are increasingly pursuing multifaceted task-oriented goals on the Web, such as making travel 

arrangements, managing finances or planning purchases. Each step requires one or more queries, and each 

query results in one or more clicks on relevant pages. To support users in their long-term information quests on 

the Web, “Customizing User Search Records” helps to keep track of their queries and clicks while searching 

online. The aim is to organize a user’s historical queries into groups in a vibrant and automated fashion. 

Automatic identification of query groups is helpful for a number of different search engine components and 

applications, such as query suggestions, result ranking, query alterations, sessionization, and collaborative 

search. The existing approaches rely on textual similarity or time thresholds. In this paper we use query 

reformulation and click graphs that will contain useful information on user behavior when searching online. 

Then the query fusion graph merges the information in the query reformulation graph and click graph and the 

approach based on probabilistic random walks over the query fusion graph outperforms time-based and 

keyword similarity based approaches to customize user search records in different groups. This is the robust 

approach that leverage search query logs.  

Keywords- Context Vector, Query Click Graph, Query Fusion Graph, Query Image, Query 

Reformulation Graph 

  

I. INTRODUCTION 

As the size and richness of information on the Web grows, so does the diversity and the difficulty of 

tasks that users try to accomplish online. Users are no longer satisfied with issuing simple navigational queries. 

The various studies on query logs (e.g., Yahoo’s [2] and AltaVista’s [3]) disclose that only about 20% of queries 

are navigational. The rest are informational or transactional in nature. This is because users now follow much 

broader informational and task-oriented goals such as arranging for future travel, managing their finances, or 

planning their purchase decisions. However, the primary means of accessing information online is still through 

keyword queries to a search engine. A complex task such as travel arrangement has to be broken down into a 

number of co-dependent steps over a period of time. The important step towards enabling services and features 

that can help users during their complex search quests online is the capability to identify and group related 

queries together. Users can manipulate search history by manually editing and organizing related queries and 

clicks into groups, or by sharing them with their friends. The query grouping allows the search engine to better 
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understand a user’s session and potentially tailor that user’s search experience according to user needs and also 

assist other users by promoting task-level collaborative search. 

II. PRELIMINARY 

 

  The goal is to automatically organize a user’s search history into query groups, each containing one or 

more associated queries and their corresponding clicks. Each query group corresponds to a minute information 

need that may require a small number of queries and clicks related to the same search goal. The Fig 1(a) shows 

set of queries of a real user on the search engine over the period of one day. The user’s search history is 

organized into a set of query groups in a robotic and lively fashion. Each query group is a collection of queries 

by the same user that are relevant to each other around a common informational need. These query groups are 

dynamically updated as the user concerns new queries, and new query groups may be created over time. 

 

Figure1 (a) User’s Search History 

The Fig 1(b) shows corresponding query groups. The first query group contains all the queries that are related 

to saturn automobiles. The other groups respectively pertain to barbados vacation, sprint phone, financials, and 

wii game console.  

 

Figure1 (b) Query Groups 

 

III. QUERY RELEVANCE USING SEARCH LOGS  

A robust relevance measure is used to identify similar query groups beyond the approaches that simply 

rely on the textual content of queries or time interval between them. This approach is query relevance which 

makes use of search logs in order to determine the relevance between query groups more effectively. In fact, the 

search history of a large number of users contains signals regarding query relevance, such as which queries tend 

to be issued closely together (query reformulations), and which queries tend to lead to clicks on similar 

URLs(query clicks). Such signals are user-generated and are likely to be more robust, especially when 

considered at scale. The relevance between query groups is measured by exploiting the query logs and the click 

logs simultaneously. 
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The measure of relevance is aimed at capturing two important properties of relevant queries, such as: (1) 

queries that frequently appear together as reformulations and (2) queries that have induced the users to click on 

similar sets of pages. 

The three search behavior graphs are introduced to capture the abovementioned properties. These graphs 

are used to compute query relevance and then incorporate the clicks following a user’s query in order to enhance 

our relevance metric. 

 

3.1 Search Behavior Graphs  

 The three types of graphs are derived from the search logs of a commercial search engine. The query 

reformulation graph, QRG is used to represent the relationship between a pair of queries that are likely 

reformulations of each other. The query click graph, QCG is used to represent the relationship between two 

queries that frequently lead to clicks on similar URLs. The query fusion graph, QFG, is used to merge the 

information in the previous two graphs. All three graphs are defined over the same set of vertices VQ, which 

consists of queries which appear in at least one of the graphs, but their edges are defined differently. 

 

3.1.1 Query Reformulation Graph 

The relevant queries are identified by considering query reformulations that are typically found within 

the query logs of a search engine. If two queries that are issued successively by many users occur frequently 

enough, they are likely to be reformulations of each other. The relevance between two queries issued by a user is 

measured by the time-based metric, simtime, makes use of the interval between the timestamps of the queries 

within the user’s search history. In contrast, the statistical frequency is defined with which two queries appear 

next to each other in the entire query log, over all of the users of the system. 

The query reformulation graph, QRG = (VQ, EQR) is constructed based on the query logs, whose set of 

edges, EQR, are constructed as follows: for each query pair (qi, qj), where qi is issued before qj within a user’s 

day of activity, then count the number of such occurrences across all users’ daily activities in the query logs, 

denoted countr(qi, qj). Assuming infrequent query pairs are not good reformulations of each other, so filte out 

infrequent pairs and include only the query pairs whose counts exceed a threshold value, דr. For each (qi, qj) 

with countr(qi, qj) ≥דr, add a directed edge from qi to qj to EQR.  

 

 

3.1.2 Query Click Graph 

 The relevant queries are captured from the search logs by considering queries that are likely to induce 

users to click frequently on the same set of URLs. This property of relevant queries is captured through a graph 

called the query click graph, QCG. The graph starts by considering a bipartite click-through graph, CG = 

(VQUVU, EC). The click graph has two distinct sets of nodes corresponding to queries, VQ, and URLs, VU, 

extracted from the click logs. There is an edge (qi, uk) € EC, if query qi was issued and URL uk  was clicked by 

some users. The CG is used to identify pairs of queries that frequently lead to clicks on similar URLs. 

The query click graph is derived from click graph, QCG =(VQ, EQC), where the vertices are the queries, 

and a directed edge from qi to qj exists if there exists at least one URL, uk, that both qi and qj link to in CG.  
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3.1.3 Query Fusion Graph 

The query reformulation graph, QRG, and the query click graph, QCG, confine two important 

properties of 

relevant queries respectively. The effective use of both properties is made by combining the query reformulation 

information within QRG and the query click information within QCG into a single graph called as Query Fusion 

Graph, QFG =(VQ, EQF).  EQF contains the set of edges that exist in either EQR or EQC.  

 

3.2 Computing Query Relevance 

 The edges in QFG correspond to pairs of relevant queries extracted from the query logs and the click 

logs. This approach is not effective to use the pair wise relevance values directly expressed in QFG because it 

fails to capture relevant queries that are not directly connected in QFG.  

A more general approach, Markov chain for q, MCq, over the given graph QFG is used to obtain query 

relevance and compute the stationary distribution of the chain. The stationary distribution is referred as the 

fusion relevance vector of q, rel
F

q , and use it as a measure of query relevance. The stationary probability 

distribution of MCq can be estimated using the matrix multiplication method, where the matrix corresponding to 

MCq is multiplied by itself iteratively until the resulting matrix reaches a fix point. As thousands of users issuing 

queries and clicks in real-time and the huge size of QFG, it is impracticable to perform the expensive matrix 

multiplication to compute the stationary distribution whenever a new query comes in. So that the most efficient 

Monte Carlo random walk simulation method is used on QFG to approximate the stationary distribution for q.  

 

3.3 Incorporating Current Clicks 

The user activities include not only query reformulations but also clicks on the URLs following each 

query submission. The clicks of a user help to gather his/her search interests behind a query q and thus identify 

queries and query groups relevant to q more effectively. The click information of the current user is used to 

expand the random walk process to improve query relevance estimates. This approach is independent of 

modeling the query click information as QCG to build QFG. The clicks of the current user is used to understand 

his/ her search intent behind the currently issued query, while clicks of massive users in the click logs are 

aggregated into QCG to capture the degree of relevance of query pairs through commonly clicked URLs. 

 

IV. QUERY GROUPING USING THE QFG 

For each query, a query image is maintained which represents the relevance of other queries to this 

query. For each query group, a context vector is maintained which aggregates the images of its member queries 

to form an overall representation. A similarity function simrel is proposed for two query groups based on these 

concepts of context vectors and query images. The definitions of query reformulation graph, query images, and 

context vectors are crucial ingredients, which provide significant novelty to the Markov chain process for 

determining relevance between queries and query groups. 
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4.1 Context Vector 

For each query group, a context vector is maintained to compute the similarity between the query group 

and the user’s latest singleton query group. The context vector for a query group s, denoted cxts, contains the 

relevance scores of each query in VQ to the query group s, and is obtained by aggregating the fusion relevance 

vectors of the queries and clicks in s. If s is a singleton query group containing only {qs1 , clks1}, it is defined as 

the fusion relevance vector rel(qs1,clks1 ). 

 

4.2 Query Image 

The fusion relevance vector of a given query q, relq, captures the degree of relevance of each query q’ € 

VQ to q. This is not effective or robust to use relq itself as a relevance measure for online query grouping. The 

new concept is introduced that is image of q, denoted I(q), that expresses q as the set of queries in VQ that are 

considered highly relevant to q. The query image I(q) is generated by including every query q’ whose relevance 

value to q, relq(q’), is within top-X percentage. The queries are sorted by relevance, and find the cutoff such that 

the sum of the relevance values of the most relevant queries accounts for X% of the total probability mass. The 

size of the image of the query is typically very small compared to the total number of possible queries in QFG. 

The image of a query group s, I(s), is defined in the same way as I(q) except that the context vector of s, cxts, is 

used in the place of rel(q,clk). 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have discussed to organize a user’s historical queries into groups in a dynamic and 

automated fashion. The query reformulation and click graphs contain useful information on user behavior when 

searching online and this information is used effectively for the task of organizing user search histories into 

query groups. The two graphs are combined into a query fusion graph. The system uses approach that is based 

on probabilistic random walks over the query fusion graph outperforms time-based and keyword similarity 

based approaches. 
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